
Edward Brown

Taking the temperature of 
accreting neutron stars

In this talk
•X-ray bursts, superbursts

•Dependence on deep crustal 
heating

•Quasi-persistent transients
•Crust cooling detected
•Implications for crust structure

•Confrontation between these two 
methods
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What can we learn?

• Strength and distribution of crust heat sources

• Thermal properties of crust

• composition

• conductivity

• Bulk properties of neutron star (M, R)
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X-ray bursts from GS 1826!24 3

Fig. 1.— Profiles of 20 X-ray bursts from GS 1826!24 observed
by RXTE between 1997–2002, plotted with varying vertical o!sets
for clarity. The upper group of 7 bursts were observed in 1997–98,
the middle group of 10 bursts in 2000, while the lower group of 3
were observed in 2002. The bursts from each epoch have been time-
aligned by cross-correlating the first 8 seconds of the burst. Error
bars indicate the 1! uncertainties.

standard for X-ray burst analysis (e.g. Kuulk-
ers et al. 2002). We estimated the bolometric
burst flux at each timestep as Fbol,i = 1.0763 "
10!11 T 4

bb,iKbb,i ergs cm!2 s!1, from the blackbody
(color) temperature Tbb,i and normalization Kbb,i =
(Rbb/d10kpc)2, where Rbb is the apparent photosphere
radius in km, and d10kpc the distance to the source in
units of 10 kpc. We define the burst start as the time at
which the bolometric flux exceeds 25% of the peak flux,
and the rise time as the interval for the flux to subse-
quently exceed 90% of the maximum. We fitted the flux
decay to an exponential profile with a “break” at which
point the e-folding time is allowed to vary discontinuously.
We integrated the measured fluxes over # 150 s cover-
ing the burst, and extrapolated beyond this based on the
exponential fits, to derive the fluence.

We also estimated the instrumental background us-
ing pcabackest version 3.0 and the “combined” bright
source models, and measured the (absorbed) persistent
2.5–25 keV PCA flux by integrating over an absorbed
blackbody plus power law model fitted to the persistent
(pre-burst) spectra. The mean reduced-!2 for the persis-
tent spectral fits was 1.07 (56 degrees of freedom). The
neutral column density was in most cases poorly con-

strained and not significantly di!erent from zero, and in
the mean was nH = (2.4 ± 1.4) " 1022 cm!2. While this
model provided a good fit to the PCA data alone, com-
bined fits including the HEXTE spectrum additionally re-
quired modelling of the high-energy spectral cuto! (see
section §3.2).

3. burst profiles, energetics and recurrence
times

The X-ray bursts observed by RXTE were remarkably
similar to each other (Fig. 1). The rise times were rel-
atively long, betseen 4.75 and 7 s (5.6 ± 0.6 s on av-
erage). The first exponential decay timescale increased
from 14.7 ± 0.7 to 17.5 ± 1.1 s between the 1997–98 and
2000 bursts, and to 19.1 ± 1.3 for the 2002 bursts. The
variation of the burst profile with epoch is obvious in
the averaged lightcurves (Fig. 2). The second expo-
nential timescale was, on average, 43 ± 1 s. The peak
fluxes also showed weak evidence for a decrease with
time; the mean for the 7 bursts observed in 1997–98 was
(33.0± 0.8)" 10!9 ergs cm!2 s!1, while for the bursts ob-
served in 2000–2 it was (30.5 ± 1.1) " 10!9 ergs cm!2 s!1

(note that the averages of burst properties calculated here
exclude the bursts which we did not observe in their en-
tirety). This decrease was substantially larger than the
variation in the pre-burst persistent emission (see §3.1, be-
low). Thus, it appears unlikely that the observed variation
in the peak burst flux arose as a side-e!ect of subtracting
the persistent emission as background. The net e!ect of
the variations in peak flux and timescale was to keep the
fluence approximately constant, at # 1.1"10!6 ergs cm!2.
None of the bursts exhibited evidence for radius expan-
sion, so that the maximum burst flux is a lower limit to
the Eddington luminosity. The implied distance limit is
consistent with that derived from previous observations.

Fig. 2.— Mean profiles of 7 X-ray bursts from GS 1826!24 ob-
served by RXTE during 1997–98 (grey histogram), and of 10 bursts
observed during 2000 (black histogram). The bursts from 2002 have
similar profiles to those from 2000. Error bars indicate the 1! un-
certainties, derived from the scatter of the flux within each time bin
over all the bursts. The inset shows the same profiles, expanded to
show more detail around the burst rise and peak.

X-ray burst 
lightcurves

Galloway et al.
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X-ray bursts

• Consumption of H regulated by 
β-decay of 14O, 15O

• time to deplete H is ≈18 hr

• temperature set by ≈7 MeV/u 
from H burning

• sensitive to temperature in deep 
crust if pure He accreted (next 
slide), or complete H burning 
prior to He ignition (SAX 
J1808.4–268; Galloway & 
Cumming 06)

3-alpha
ignition

CNO
ignition

Fujimoto et al. 1981

!T ln "nuc > !T ln "cool

dM/dt
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Long (He) X-ray bursts in 2S 
0918–549 (in ‘t Zand 05)

Increasing flux 
from crust reduces 

ignition mass
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KS 1731–260 superburst 
(Kuulkers 2002)

• About 103 more 
energetic than type I 
XRB

• cooling time ~ hrs

• recurrence time ~ 
yrs
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Superburst ignition
8

TABLE 2
CORE NEUTRINO EMISSION

Label Typea Prefactorb Comment

(erg cm!3 s!1)

a fast 1026 fast cooling

b slow 3! 1021 enhanced

c slow 1020 mURCA

d slow 1019 nn Bremsstrahlung

e slow 1017 suppressed

aFast and slow cooling laws are of the form Q! = Qf (Tc/109 K)6 and Q! =

Qs(Tc/109 K)8 respectively.
bEither Qs or Qf for slow or fast cooling, respectively.

FIG. 11.— The effect of core neutrino emissivity on superburst ignition
conditions at ṁ = 0.3 ṁEdd. We assume a disordered lattice in the crust,
and do not include Cooper pairing. The accreted composition is 20% 12C

(XC = 0.2) and 80% 56Fe by mass. From top to bottom, the temperature
profiles are for increasing core neutrino emissivity; the letters refer to Table
2. The long-dashed line shows the carbon ignition curve for XC = 0.2, and the
vertical dotted line indicates a column depth of 1012 g cm!2.

and a larger maximum temperature, but the results are simi-
lar and so we do not show them here. Cooper pair emission
was not considered by Brown (2004) and Cooper & Narayan
(2005); however we show here that it has a dramatic effect on
the crust temperature profile.
For the core neutrino emissivity, we consider the “fast”

and “slow” cooling laws Q! = Qf (Tc/109 K)6 and Q! =

Qs(Tc/109 K)8 (e.g. Yakovlev & Haensel 2003; Yakovlev &
Pethick 2004, Page et al. 2005). The “standard” slow cool-
ing by modified URCA processes has Qs ! 1020 erg cm!3 s!1.
However, if either the core protons or neutrons are super-
fluid, with very high values of Tc (" 109 K), then this pro-
cess is totally suppressed, leading to cooling by nucleon-
nucleon Bremsstrahlung (involving the non-superfluid com-
ponent). This process is roughly a factor of ten slower than
modified URCA, and so we take Qs ! 1019 erg cm!3 s!1 in
this case. If both protons and neutrons are strongly super-
fluid in the core, the neutrino emission will be supressed
further. To model this case, we assume that the core neu-
trino emission is suppressed by a further factor of 100, giving
Qs ! 1017 erg cm!3 s!1. However, in the more reasonable case

FIG. 12.— The effect of crust composition and conductivity on superburst
ignition conditions. Temperature profiles for superburst ignition models at
ṁ = 0.3 ṁEdd. We show two cases of core neutrino emissivity: slow cooling
with Qs = 10

19 erg cm!3 s!1 and fast cooling with Qf = 10
26 erg cm!3 s!1.

Solid lines are for a composition of 56Fe and a disordered lattice. Short-
dashed lines have a heavier composition (A = 106,Z = 46), and dot-dashed
lines are for a larger thermal conductivity (Q = 100). The long-dashed line
shows the carbon ignition curve for XC = 0.2, and the vertical dotted line
indicates a column depth of 1012 g cm!2.

that the neutron and/or proton Tc in the core are of the order
of 109 K there is intense neutrino emission from the Cooper
pair formation, resulting in an enhanced slow cooling rate
which we model by considering Qs ! 3# 1021 erg cm!3 s!1

(see, e.g., Figures 20 and 21 in Page et al. 2004). Finally, we
also consider a fast cooling rate with Qf ! 1026 erg cm!3 s!1

corresponding, e.g., to the direct Urca process. These mod-
els are summarized in Table 2. The core temperature Tc
can be estimated in each case. For slow cooling, we find

Tc $ 4.9# 108 K ( f
1/8
in /Q1/8s,20)

!

ṁ/ṁEdd
"1/8

and fast cooling

Tc $ 5.0# 107 K ( f
1/6
in /Q1/6f ,26)

!

ṁ/ṁEdd
"1/6

where fin is the

fraction of heat released in the crust that is conducted into the
core.
For the composition of the crust, we use the composition

calculated by either Haensel & Zdunik (1990) or Haensel &
Zdunik (2003). The difference between these two calcula-
tions is the nucleus assumed to be present at low densities, ei-
ther 56Fe (Haensel & Zdunik 1990), or a heavy nucleus 106Pd
(Z = 46) (Haensel & Zdunik 2003), as would be appropriate
if rp-process hydrogen burning is able to run to its endpoint
(Schatz et al. 2001). We calculate results for these two cases
to illustrate the variation expected from changes in composi-
tion. For the conductivity, we consider two cases. The first
is a “disordered” crust, for which we take the conductivity
to be that of a liquid phase, in the second case, we calculate
the contributions from phonons (Baiko & Yakovlev 1996) and
electron-impurity scattering (Itoh & Kohyama 1993), taking
the impurity parameterQ =100 (see Itoh &Kohyama 1993 for
a definition of the impurity parameter, written as %(!Z)2& in
their notation). Note that a crust with Q = 100 is very impure.
However, we do not consider smaller values of the impurity
parameter because as we will show they would not agree with
observed X-ray burst properties.

• 12C likely cause of superbursts 
(Cumming & Bildsten 01, 
Strohmayer & Brown 02)

• Hot crust required to match 
inferred ignition depth (Brown 
04; Cooper & Narayan 05; 
Cumming et al. 06)

• No enhanced cooling

• low thermal conductivity 
(impure, amorphous crust)

heating from 
crust reactions

!T ln "nuc > !T ln "cool

Inferred ignition depth 
from cooling timescale

Plot from Cumming et al. 06
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Rutledge et al. 02 
suggested looking for 
post-outburst thermal 
relaxation of crust for 
transients with 
extended outbursts
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Cooling of KS 1731!260 and MXB 1659!29 5

Table 2. Model fits to the X-ray spectrum of KS 1731!260 for 5 Chandra (CXO) and 3 XMM-Newton (XMM) observations. Luminosity
is calculated assuming a distance to the source of 7 kpc. 1-! errors on the parameters are given. The Modified Julian Date (MJD) given
correspond to the mid-point of the observation.

ObsID MJD NH kT!
e! Bolometric flux Luminosity

(Telescope) (1022 cm"2) (eV) (10"13 ergs cm"2 s"1) (1032 ergs s"1)

2428 (CXO) 51995.1 1.3 ± 0.1 105 ± 3 4.5 ± 0.5 26 ± 3
0137950201/301 (XMM) 52165.7 1.3 (fixed) 87 ± 2 2.1 ± 0.2 13 ± 1

3796 (CXO) 52681.6 1.3 ± 0.1 77 ± 2 1.3 ± 0.2 8 ± 1
3797 (CXO) 52859.5 1.3 ± 0.1 73 ± 4 1.0 ± 0.2 6 ± 1

0202680101 (XMM) 53430.5 1.3 (fixed) 70 ± 4 0.9+0.2
"0.1 5 ± 1

6279 (CXO) 53500.4 1.3 ± 0.1 68 ± 7 0.8 ± 0.3 5 ± 2
5468 (CXO) 53525.4 1.3 ± 0.1 70 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.2 5 ± 1

decrease significantly with time. This cooling cannot be fit
by a simple exponential decay, giving reduced !2 values of
5.3 and 4.8 for fits to the temperature and flux curves (see
the dotted curves in Fig. 2. However, it is fit well by an
exponential decay that levels o! to a constant o!set of the
form y(t) = a exp [!(t ! t0)/b] + c, with a a normalisation
constant, b the e-folding time, c a constant o!set, and t0 the
start time. When fitting to the data, t0 was fixed to midday
on the last day that the source was observed to be active,
MJD 51930.5, though we find that the other parameters
are not very sensitive to the exact value of t0. The best-
fitting cooling curves are shown in Fig. 2. For the T!

e! curve
a = 42.6± 4.2 eV, b = 246± 62 days, and c = 71.3± 1.6 eV,
with !2

! = 0.4. For the Fbol curve a = (5.1 ± 0.6) " 10"13

ergs cm"2 s"1, b = 164±40 days, and c = (9.6±0.9)"10"14

ergs cm"2 s"1, with !2
! = 0.5.

2.2 MXB 1659!29

We analyse 5 Chandra observations and 1 XMM-Newton ob-
servation of MXB 1659!29 whilst the source was in a qui-
escent state spanning a period of #4 years after the end of
the outburst in September 2001. Details of the observations
are given in Table 3. We will first describe the Chandra and
then the XMM-Newton data reduction and analysis.

2.2.1 Chandra analysis

All the Chandra observations of this source were taken in
the ACIS-S configuration. As in the analysis of the Chan-
dra data for KS 1731!260, we use ciao (version 3.3) and
the standard analysis threads. For all of the Chandra obser-
vations, the source lightcurve and spectrum was extracted
from a circle of radius 3## around the source position, and
the background lightcurve and spectrum was extracted from
a source-free annulus with inner radius 7## and outer radius
22##. We checked the background lightcurve for significant
background flares, and none were found.

The analysis of the data for MXB 1659!29 is com-
plicated by the fact that this source is eclipsing with an
eclipse duration of #900 s and period of 7.1 hr (Cominsky
& Wood 1984, 1989; Wachter et al. 2000; Oosterbroek et al.
2001), and so we receive no (or minimal at most) counts from
the source during the eclipse in quiescence (Wijnands et al.
2003). While there are enough counts in the first Chandra
observation to detect the eclipse in the lightcurve (Wijnands

Figure 2. Cooling curves for KS1731!260. Top: Bolometric flux
versus time since the end of the outburst. The solid line shows
the best fitting exponential decay to a constant. The constant
is indicated as a dashed line. The dotted line shows the best
fitting simple exponential decay, which does not fit the data well.
Bottom: E!ective temperature for an observer at infinity versus
time since the end of the outburst. The lines are as above.

et al. 2003), this is impossible with later observations and
so we manually reduce the exposure time by 900 s to com-
pensate for the source being in eclipse, having checked that
only one eclipse occurs during each observation using the
ephemeris of Oosterbroek et al. (2001). The background-
subtracted net count rates in the 0.5-10 keV band are given
in Table 3.

We perform a similar spectral analysis for the
MXB 1659!29 data as for the KS 1731!260. The 5 Chan-

c" 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Cackett et al. 06, 08

KS1731-260 MXB1659-29

quiescent lightcurves
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Rutledge et al. 02 
suggested looking for 
post-outburst thermal 
relaxation of crust

Observations 
(Wijnands et al., 
Cackett et al.) detected 
this cooling

Shternin et al. 2007 fit 
KS 1731 lightcurve, 
suggest crust has high 
thermal conductivity

This talk: what we can learn from lightcurve (Brown & Cumming 08)
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Probability distribution 
of parameters

• Monte Carlo runs using simple 
model of lightcurve

• 3 parameters: Qimp, Ttop, Tcore

• Confirm with numerical cooling 
calculations

Qimp ! n!1
ion

!

i

ni(Zi " #Z$)2 ! 10
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Implications

• Crust has high thermal 
conductivity (not 
amorphous)—agrees with MD 
simulations (Horowitz et al. 07, 
08); cf. Shternin et al. (07)

• Inward-directed flux from 
shallow depth ≈ 0.5 MeV/u • 
(dM/dt)

Horowitz et al. 07; note the crystalline planes!
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Shallow Crustal Heating

• Introduce shallow heat source   
Enuc = 0.5 MeV/u • (dM/dt)

• Could this explain superburst 
ignition when accretion rate was 
higher?

• Observations within 10 days 
post-outburst could confirm 
existence of this heating!
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summary
• deep crustal heating

• sets ignition conditions of superbursts, X-ray bursts 
where stable H burning is unimportant

• observations of quasi-persistent transients in quiescence

• crust has high thermal conductivity (agree with 
Shternin et al. 07)

• need shallow heat source to fit early part of 
lightcurve—what is this heating? (pycnonuclear 
reactions [Horowitz et al. 08]?; other light element 
reactions?)
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